STE•LL•IFY (VERB)

to change, or be changed, into a star

HOW WILL YOU CHANGE THE WORLD?
Stellify provides you with the opportunities and inspiration to make the most of your time at The University of Manchester. These activities are grouped around five points of action:

**Learn without boundaries**
Look beyond your degree by taking up one of our UCIL course units.

**Understand the issues that matter**
Tackle real world issues and take part in our Ethical Grand Challenges.

**Create your future**
Make the most of these opportunities to gain skills and become the best graduate you can be.

**Make a difference**
Volunteer and make an impact locally and globally.

**Step up and lead**
Inspire others by taking up a leadership role for a club, society or your course.

The variety of activities available under each action point means that your Stellify journey will be unique.

If you want to go further, you can use this journey to work towards The Stellify Award to compliment your degree.

**DON'T JUST STUDY, STAND OUT.**

[www.manchester.ac.uk/stellify](http://www.manchester.ac.uk/stellify)